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Overview
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GO BEYOND THE DRIVE™ WITH BMW

 
Beyond the Drive™ strives to provide BMW owners with positive, helpful services 

at every milestone of the ownership experience.

BMW Financial Services goal is to help build customer loyalty and upkeep 

customer satisfaction by going beyond the rate and revealing the unseen benefits 

of membership. They are here to “help you get into the Ultimate Driving Machine® 

of your dreams and bring you exclusive offers, benefits, and events that take your 

BMW experience even further.”



Problem
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THE SIX WEEK VOYAGE

 
When purchasing a custom BMW from Germany though, customers are currently 

not brought into the process. 

It takes around six to eight weeks for a custom BMW to arrive in the US. There is 

currently not an easily accessible way for new owners to check in with their car 

during this transitional period. The lack of communication during this process leads 

owners to become frustrated, anxious, and curious about what is happening with 

their car. Immediately after investing in the brand, they are thrown out of loop and 

therefore become detached to both their purchase and the company.
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BECOME PART OF THE JOURNEY

 

Solution
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The solution to this issue is to provide customers with a mobile application that 

allows them to follow their vehicle on its journey home and learn more about it on 

the way. 

With the ability to see where your vehicle is, where it's going, and what its doing, 

drivers will be comforted knowing what’s happening with their new car. By 

educating users on their new vehicle and the financial promotions attached to it, 

they will have the knowledge and confidence to get the most out of their 

personalized BMW experience.
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Solution
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Introducing Journey, a mobile app that allows new BMW owners to 
track their vehicle, follow its manufacturing, and learn and sign off on 
offers from BMW Financial Services.
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Key Features
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See exactly where your car is, where 

it’s going, and where it’s been. Follow 

the map and view photos of your car’s 

path across both land and sea.
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TRACKING

View offers from BMW Financial Services 

and commit to the ones you want. Scan 

at your own pace, save paper, and 

reduce time spent signing at your local 

BMW location.

OFFER SIGNOFF

Stay connected to your vehicle on the 

go, 24/7. Have questions or 

concerns? Get connected to BMW 

representatives via call or text at the 

press of a button for full-time support.

CONNECTION & SUPPORT



Visual Design
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“Smart” link

Personalized 
message

Users will receive an email as soon as their 

purchase is made, greeting them personally and 

acting as a guide through their BMW experience. 

The app can be downloaded using a “smart link” 

that automatically signs you into the app so there 

is no need for codes or PIN numbers

Onboarding Email
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Visual Design

The front page of the application utilizes the 

tagline “Beyond the Drive, Before the Drive”, 

implying that your experience begins before 

you’ve even seen your car in person.

Front page
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Visual Design

Your in-app onboarding experience will begin with 

a personal greeting and a review of your vehicle. 

Following this, the remainder of the onboarding 

experience quickly summarizes what you should 

experience while in the app.

Onboarding | Your vehicle
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Visual Design

The onboarding is easily navigated through swipes 

or clicking the arrow button.

This page discusses Journey’s tracking abilities 

for both current and future happenings

Onboarding | Tracking
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Visual Design

The final onboarding page discusses how you can 

pick up your vehicle the moment it arrives to your 

local BMW dealership by going over the 

necessary paperwork and offers digitally 

throughout the 6 to 8 week waiting period.

Onboarding | Offers
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The layout of Journey’s homepage slightly 

changes depending on where in the process your 

car is. Navigation is organized by week to help 

users see current, past, and future events. Each 

stage allows you to see your vehicle, a map of its 

location and pathway, and the offers relevant to 

recent events that have happened on its journey.

Homepage

Visual Design
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When your vehicle is on land, you see your car 

and what city it currently is in. There are constant 

updates on where your vehicle will be next and 

when it shall arrive there. Through the events 

section, users can more easily understand what is 

happening to their car and what steps they can 

take to enhance or protect that feature.

Homepage | On landVehicle’s current 
location

Vehicle’s next 
location

Recent activities or 
events with your 
vehicle

Offers related to 
the event

Visual Design
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Live or simulated 
view of vehicle 
manufacturing

Estimated 
manufacturing 

completion time

Early on in the ordering process, your car will be 

custom manufactured and Journey allows you to 

follow its construction. Users will see either live or 

a pre-recorded view of their vehicle being built. 

They will also receive the time estimated until their 

vehicle is completed. 

Homepage | Manufacturing
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Visual Design
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Ship information

Available offers for 
review

When your vehicle is being carried overseas, the 

top view will change to show the ship that is 

carrying your car. In addition to this, the bottom 

view will change to list offers only instead of 

events, as not much will actually be happening to 

your car while traveling on the ship. This will 

influence customers to take this long and perhaps 

“uneventful” time in the shipping process to catch 

up on reviewing offers available.

Homepage | At sea
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Visual Design
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The hamburger menu on the home page gives you 

quick access to the main navigational categories 

and also help services. If you want to call or chat 

with a dealership representative, you can contact 

the Call Center from here. This way you can stay 

connected 24/7.

Menu
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Visual Design
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Upcoming locations 
and activities

Car information

Current location and
recent activity

The car overview section allows for a more in 

depth description of your vehicle, where it is, and 

where it’s going. Users can tap on the car image 

for a 3D, 360 view in which they can explore the 

design and features of their BMW.

Car Overview
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Visual Design
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Ship information 
and statistics

Map and 
coordinates

The ship overview is available once your car is at 

sea. Users can learn more about the ship their 

vehicle is traveling on, including average speed, 

the ship’s flag, and other information. The map 

view allows users to view ship coordinates and the 

journey’s path through Google Maps.

Ship Overview
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Visual Design
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Amount of offers 
reviewed

Incomplete offers 
remaining

Completed offers

The offer overview page splits offers into weekly 

sections so users aren’t overwhelmed by a large 

list of offers. The progress bar helps users feel 

accomplished when they complete tasks. Each 

offer lists the name, a picture, and a time estimate 

so people can put proper time and thought into 

these offers. 

Offers | Incomplete
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Positive 
reinforcement

To establish more positive reinforcement, this is 

what the page looks like when all tasks in a week 

are complete. It says you are one step closer to 

bringing your BMW home, reinforcing the fact that 

doing this will help users sit in the driver’s seat 

faster. With this setup, there is no penalty for not 

completing offers, only benefits.

Offers | Complete
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Help button

Skip, deny, or confirm 
current section

Once offers are engaged, they are split up into 

smaller, more absorbable sections for users to 

consume. The help button further clarifies the 

terms of the agreement and can connect the user 

with a BMW representative for further questions. 

Users can approve, disapprove, or skip any 

portion of the agreement.

Offers | Engaging offer
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Section review

Sign off on offer

To complete an offer, users finally look over a 

summary of the agreement and sign off on what 

they want. Signatures are recorded digitally to 

save time and paper.

Offers | Completing offer
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Push notifications services are available to alert 

users when major events or location changes 

occur, keeping them instantly updated.

Notification
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Visual Design



Summary
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Journey provides a way for new BMW owners to feel connected to their vehicle and 
the BMW experience. They may not physically be with their car, but the app gives 
them the tools and information necessary to feel like they’re on the journey as well.
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Thank you
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